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TUHP Annual General Meeting 

5. 30pm Monday 29 October 2001 

Venue: Education House - 3rd floor, West Building 
178-182 Willis Street, Wellington 

Speaker: Professor Pat Walsh, 

Director, Industrial Relations Centre, Victoria University 

Topic: The Legacy of 1951 

All welcome - supper provided for gold coin donation 

Note: Only paid up TUHP members can vote. 
Post your membership fee to TUHP, PO Box 27 425, Wellington. 

(Corporate membership: $50. Individual: $10) 
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Remembering the Lockout 
The coverage of the 1951 Waterfront Lockout by the New Zealand media has been 

remarkably good. It has been generally balanced and extensive and included newspaper 
reports, Listener articles, radio and television documentaries and reports. Would we have 
had the same coverage under a more conservative government? 

The two most significant media productions marked the beginning and the end of 
the Lockout. On Tuesday February 13th

, National Radio broadcast a Spectrum docum~tary 
by Jack Perkins, Showdown '51. On Monday 16 July, TVOne broadcast 1951, a 90 minute 
documentary by John Bates Productions, which included contributions from people from 
smaller centres like Ohura, Huntly and Lyttelton. Both documentaries are splendid additions 
to the increasing archive on one of the blackest periods in New Zealand's labour history. 

Other significant contributions to the anniversary of the Lockout include ~e 
TUHP's Seminar and reunion dinner in mid February, Lockout '51 - 50 yearr 011, the NZ Film 
Archive Exhibition, 19 51 - Lockout - Strikes - Coefrontation (currently showing at the Science 
Centre and Manawatu Museum in Palmerston North), Victoria University's production of 
Renee's play, Pass it on, the re-printing of Dick Scott's 151 Dqys and the launching (at the 
TUHP's '51 Seminar) of Anna Green's book, British Capita4 Antipodean Labour: Worki1{g the 
New Zealand Waterfront, 1915-1951, published by University ofOtago Press. 

There have been commemorations in many parts of New Zealand. The Auckland 
1951 Reunion Committee marked the anniversary with a reunion dinner on Feb~rai.y 2~ 
and published a booklet, '51, featuring reminiscences from '51 veterans. "Flying F.1shwtve~ 
performed Commemorating Women of the 1951 Lockout at a Mayday Solidarity Concert in 

Palmerston..Nonh, .and .a seminar , Class Canjlia 1.912-1.913-1.9.51, led by James Belich and 
organised by the Working Womens' Resource Centre was held at the Trades Hall in Grey 
Lynn, Auc,kland on July 27"'. 

Upcoming projects include another performance by "Flying Fishwives" on 24/25 
November when they will be performmg.H.mtory.51 .in .at.the ''.Harbour.Lights" .in Lyttelton; 
a book by Gerry Evans based on oral history interviews with 1951 veterans, and a TUHP 
publication based on the 1951 Seminar .presentations, which .is .subject to sufficient funcling- 
(It was good to hear a Radio New Zealand interview with Gerry Evans on Sunday 15 July, 
the anniver,sary of .the end of .the Lockout). 

.... 

··· One hopes that if a similar dispute were to arise today similar tactics would no~ be 
applied. Governments, such as the Thatcher Government in Britain, have manag~ to 
win major_ dispu~es without_ the need of such controls. Today of_ course the b:; 
Zealand Bill of Rights enshnnes the principle of freedom of expression and the "Pu d 
Safety Conservation Act has been repealed for over a decade. Hopefully New Zea/an 
has reached a staee or maturity where governments would no longer take the steps 

. o ~ -~u taken m 1951. Thomas Jefferson stated that the price of liberty was eternal v,g, t 
In a stable democracy this can easily be forgotten, particularly when governm;n : 
resort to. the demonisation of their opponents. In 1951 the Government left a b ';: t 
mark on New Zealand's human rights records. New Zealanders are fortunate t a 
many others worked to keep freedom of expression alive. 

"noerso 
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Review of 1951 Exhibition by Belinda Heffron. NZCTU 
The Exhibition, which opened in Wellington in March, has been assembled by 

the NZ Film Archive in conjunction with the Trade Union History Project. It is a 
sophisticated audio-visual display featuring cartoons, photographs, reproductions of 
newspaper coverage and the prolific but illegal underground press. 

In many cases the source material obtained has rarely been in the public eye. The 
shadow of the Emergency Regulations enforced during the confrontation reached over 
decades and many of the veterans of '51 maintained the secrecy of their involvement 

Rather like Parihaka, the story is to a certain extent "buried history", the official 
record being held as the official truth for many years. The stunning images and cold war 
rhetoric of the period are brought to life in this exhibition, providing a salutary lesson on 
the thin blue line between the hand of the State and individual liberty. 

The moving image aspect is covered with illegally shot footage of union 
gatherings and street assemblies and parades - some of it shot in colour - as well as 
archival footage profiling Cold War New Zealand and excerpts from New Zealand 
documentary films. 

While the Exhibition is national in its focus, most of the film footage shot by 
union members in 1951 was done in Auckland - around the waterfront, outside the 
Town Hall, in Myers Park, Carlaw Park and the Auckland Domain. 

1951 Exhibition on tour 
1951 Lockout Strikes Confrontation, (organised by the NZ Film Archive 
in conjunction with the TUHP) may be coming to a venue near you! 

Following a very successful season at the Film Centre in Wellington, from 9 March to 20 
May, the Exhibition, enjoyed another successful season in Auckland at the School of 
Creative and Performing Arts (SCAPA) from 14 June to 25 August It is currently showing 
at the Science Centre and Museum in Palmerston North until 11 November. It opens 
in Dunedin on 23 February at the Otago Settlers Museum and it is hoped that a 
Christchurch venue will be found before then. 

The openings at each venue were very well attended. At the Film Centre in Wellington, '51 
veteran, Ted Thompson was the keynote speaker. Other speakers included NZ Film Archive 
Exhibition Organiser, Alex Burton, Ross Wilson (NZCTU) and TUHP Committee member, 
John Robson. 

Speakers At the Auckland opening, included '51 veteran, Bill Andersen, Sandra Lee MP, 
Terry Ryan of the Waterside Workers Union, Alex Burton for the NZ Film Archive and 
Gerard Hill on behalf of the TUHP. Bill Andersen was also a speaker at the Palmerston 

orth opening as was Dave Morgan of the Seafarers Union, Ross Wilson (NZCTU), Steve 
Maharey (MP), and Maureen Birchfield on behalf of '51 veteran, Rona Bailey who couldn't' 
be there because of a broken leg. 
We wish you a speedy recovery, Rona. 

Check out the venue closest to you: this is an exhibition not to be missed. 
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One evening, Dad and Mum's brother Cyril from Ngai Tahu were distributing illegal 
union leaflets down by the Wellington railway station when they were seen by police. They 
gave chase. Dad was a bit faster on his feet then and he created a diversion so my Uncle 
Cyril was able to escape. Dad was right in reckoning that his Royal Navy record would help 
him later, when he appeared in court. 

For my Maori whanau, who were locked out of their jobs, or on strike in sympathy, 
during 1951, there was an understanding that solidarity with the union movement during the 
Lockout struggle was a way of resisting what is now euphemistically described as 'gaps' 
widening even further for working class people. 

To borrow an image from Samuel Taylor Coleridge who wrote the famous poem The 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner; commemoration can be likened to a lantern on the stern of a ship 
that illuminates the waves we have left behind. 1951 was the last of a series of waves that 
marked economic and social shifts that began in 1890 with the Great Maritime Strike. We 
are all aware that these events were accompanied by fierce battles within the political and 
union wings of the Labour movement. '51 was no exception. It represented democratic 
union militancy at its best. 

My father describes the Wellington watersiders as being the knowledgeable flotsam 
and jetsam of the world - ex-military men, English or Maori, American, Indians, Australians, 

ew Zealanders. Their collective knowledge as they laboured in the heart of the monster 
enabled them to track down ·the nefarious goings on of corporate power. 

For me, watersiders and seamen have always represented light in dark times and still 
do. Seamen, in particular, have been the logistical arm of union struggle bringing aid and 
support from overseas labour movements. I am particularly thinking of the late Matiu Rata 
who as a young seaman played an important part in bringing funds for the watersiders from 
the Australian unions. Those watersiders and their allies who survived into the eighties, 
including Jock Barnes, who sadly passed away only during the past year, were resolutely and 
publicly opposed to Rogemomics and the new right. 

They saw earlier than most that the new right policies - structural unemployment 
casualisation of labour, the destruction of universal welfare, health, education and housing as 
well as restrictions on union activity (which might I add are still with us today despite the 
passing of the Employment Relations Act) were a direct and lethal attack on the New 
Zealand working class. Just prior to his death,Jock Barnes turned to my father during a visit 
and remarked to him: "Well, Bill, I've outlived the bastards". He certainly had! And so I say 
to staunch unionists assembled here today: "He did, and so will you"! 

The new right has ripped apart our working class constituency. No-one pointed this 
out more clearly than my close friend, the late Bruce Jesson. In his last book, On!J Their 
Purpose is Mad. Speaking of society's atomisation and disintegration, he wrote 

... The resulting sodal patten, is quite a 111orryi11g one, with there bei11g a lack of a,!Y sense of soaal 
respo11,ibili!J at one pole of socit!Y and a culture of poverty, crime, hope!essne,s and despair becoming 
a permanent feature at the otherpole ... 

He went on to say: 
... The colonisation f?y the finance culture has f() be reuersed; and its biand, amoral outlook 
balanced f?y the tangible values of the real econOH!J, real socie!J and real people. Institutions like the 
public sensce, the unions and the education system have to be rebuilt so as to restore such thing, as a 
sense of communi!J, altmis1J1, solidari!J and ethics ... 

Community, altruism, solidarity and ethics are words to describe the legacy of the 
1951 Lockout. 
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Student production of Pass it On by Renee 

Renee's play focuses on women's involvement in the 1951 Waterfront 
Lockout. It was last produced in Wellington at Downstage in 1986. 

Congratulations to David O'Donnell for reviving Pass it On for 
Wellington audiences and for selecting Renee's play for performance by his 
theatre students at Victoria University in June, as part of the range of 
events to mark the 5oth anniversary of the Lockout. Not only did he provide 
his students with an opportunity to exercise their dramatic talents, but also 
to learn about an event in New Zealand's history about which few of them 
were aware. 

The production, directed by Bronwyn Tweddie and David O'Donnell, 
featured authentic props and costumes. Where-ever did they get that 
ancient Gestetner? In a review in the Evening Post of 8 June, Laurie 
Atkinson wrote, 

... The cast .. .is strong and convincing despite many of the male roles 
being played by women. 

In the final scene, when marchers clash with police in Queen St, 
the strength of Nell and Jeannie is made evident without heroics or 
political posturing. While the events portrayed took place 50 years 
ago - and we are constantly reminded of this in the excellent 
costumes, props, songs and dances - we are also aware that a similar 
struggle is taking place today ... 

Extracts from an interview with Richard Hill 

Richard has been a member of the TUHP' s Committee since its inception. 
He is also an esteemed historian and author and is currently Director of the 
Waitangi Research Unit at Victoria University, which he founded. In May an 
interview with Richard, conducted by Doug Munro, was published in HistonJ 
Now, 7. (2), 2-4. It explored Richard's work with the Waitangi Research Unit, his 
research on policing in New Zealand, and his views on political activism. 

The following is Richard's answer to a question on the link between his 
research and his political activism: 

... For me personally scholarship and action have been interrelated. I wouldn't have spent 
my life in history and related trades if I didn't' think it helped identifiJ the essentials of 
our society - with a view ultimately to addressing problems of social justice, class, 
racism, poverti; and so on. For me the one informs and should therebt; improve the other. 
Scholarship should be not tainted but purposeful; it needs to be applied ... 
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And as a concrete example, Richard cited the TUHP: 

... In 1987a number of people got together who were determined to rescue working class, 
trade union and leftwing histonJ from the dustbin of histonJ to which New Zealand 
historians, faithfully reflecting the hegemonic ideas of their societiJ, had assigned it. Much 
of the hostilitiJ to theory which pervades New Zealand historical writing is really just fear 
of certain theories that challenge the existing order as the 'natural state of affairs'. 

Setting up the Trade Union History Project combined history and politics in 
bringing an essentially hidden history to tire foreground, complementing ( and 
overlapping) similar work by historians of ethnicity and gender. We have had a 
large output - books, exhibitions, films, conferences, etc, - and have, I think, 
helped redress an imbalance in knowledge in New Zealand. Steven Eldred 
Grigg's history of the New Zealand tuorking class, for example, or tire 'Art and 
OrganisedrLabour .Exhibition' .inJ.99.0, .or .most.topicallsf, ~n exhibition, seminar 
and other activities reconstructing fifty years on, tire 1951 uiatetfron 
confrontat;wns ... 

Thanks (or the plug, Richard! 

Union Archives Centre in Canberra is saved 
The Noel Budin Archive Centre, established in 1953, is a world class archive of 

unique union and business records at the Australian National University (ANU) in Canberra. 
The records it holds are not duplicated anywhere else in the world, or in Australia. 

Over the past few years, the Friends-of the Noel Burlin Archive (FNBAC) has 
conducted a vigorous public campaign to save the Archive, which suffered reduced staffing 
levels and the imposition of user pays for new depositors. 

The Archive was threatened with closure but has been saved by the establishment of 
the ANU Archives Programm e bringing together the University Archives and the Noel 
Butlin Archives Centre (NBAC). 

This positive result could not have been achieved without the dedicated and 
vigorous support of all the Friends of the NBAC throughout the Australia and 
overseas. 

For more information email Ewan Maidment, Honorary Secretary, Friends of the 
oel Budin Archives Centre: ewan.maidment@anu.edu.au or write to ANU LPO Box A231 

Canberra ACT 2601, Australia. ' 

Books to buy by Anna Green, Dick Scott and Dave Grant 

Dick Scott's 151 Days was first published in 1952 and is a passionate account of the 1951 
Waterfront dispute. This new edition commemorates the 50

th 
anniversary of the dispute and 

includes over 60 illustrations. 
Dick Scott: 151 Days, (4th ed.), Reed Books, in conjunction with Southern Cross 
Books, $19.95 
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Ann a Green's carefully researched history of the New Zealand waterfront in the first half of 
the 20th century is based on oral histories with both former employers and workers. It 
records a series of bitter labour disputes, which arose out of the differing goals of shipping 
companies and waterside workers, culminating in 1951. 
Anna Green: British Capital., Antipodean Labour: Working the New Zealand 
Watedront, 1915-1951,University of Otag.o Press, $39.95 

TUHP Committee member, David Grant's book is attractive and entertaining, but it is 
more than that: David reveals the brutal hours and poor conditions that jockeys endured: in 
1920 they went on strike and eventually won improved pay and conditions. 
David Grant: Thoroughbreds, Trainers, Toffs & Tic Tac Men: A Ca.ttoon History: .of 
Horse Racing in New Zealand, Dunmore Press, $34.95 

Deaths of Alf Hewett, Elsie Locke and Frank Barnard 
We mourn the loss of three staunch supporters of the labour movement and of the TUHP. 

Alf Hewett, a member of the Textile Workers' Union, played a major part in organising the 
TUHP's 1990 week-long fesitival of workers' history, which included a the broadest labour history 
conference ever held in New Zealand and a re-creation of the first Labour Day march of 1890. Alf 
died on May 281h, aged 77. 

Elsie Locke, amongst many other roles, was a peace activist, children's writer, historian, 
and one of the founders of the Family Planning Association. She died on April 8, aged 88. She was 
farewelled at a public funeral in Christchurch and at gatherings of friends in Wellington and 
Auckland. The Wellington celebration of Elsie's life was on 5 May and was organised by TUHP 
Committee member, Rona Bailey, and TUHP member, Jacqui Matthews. 

Frank Barnard, '51 Lockout veteran and staunch trade unionists and Freezing Workers' 
leader, died at aged 76 on 15 July, the anniversary of the end of the 1951 Lockout. It was also the 
day before the television documentary, 1951, screened in which he features. Frank was to have to 
have been a contributor to the TUHP's '51 Lockout Seminar in February but was too ill to do so. 

Terrorist Acts 
This Newsletter can't ignore the recent horrific events in New York and Washington . 
Here are some comments wocth pondering from Michael Moore, an American TV political satirist 
and film-maker, (Remember Roger and Me about the closure of Gene cal Motors in Flint, Michigan?): 

. . . We abhor terrorism •. rnrless -we're the ones doi11g Jht J.errori~ng . . . We paid and traimd and armed a group of 
terrorists in Nicaragua in the 1980s who killed over 30,000 civilians. That JI/OS OUR work ... Thirty tbousand 
murdmd civiUfJ11S and .who the hell esen remembm, .• We fund .a lot ofuppressive regimes that baoe killed a IIJt of 
innocent people . . . We have orphaned so ma'!Y children, tens of thousands around the world, with our taxp(!Jerfu11ded 
terrorism (in <;bile, in Vietnam, in Gaza, ill Salvadar) that I suppose we shouldn't be Joo surprised whet1 those 
orpbans grow f{p and are a little whacked i11 the head from the horror we have helped cause ... 

. . . lf/ill we ever get /;J the point that we realiZ! we will.be.more secure whm the rest of .the ,wrld isn'tlwi11g ill pove,ry 
so we can have nice n11111ing shoes? ... MOl!J families have been devastated tonight. This just is no: right. Thry did not 
deseroe to die. If someone did this /;J get -back al. Bush, .then thry aid so l!J killing thousands of people who DID NOT 
VOTE for him! Boston, New York, DC, and the planes' destination of Caafomia -- these 11/ef? places that toted 
AGAINIT ,Bush! Wo/ kill them? Wo/ kiU m!Jond Such i11Sa1115. Let's mourn, let's grieve, and whm it', 
appropriate let's examine our contribution to the unsafe lllOrld we live in. It doesn't have to be like this? 
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